
Why the entire face should be injected with fat as opposed to certain 
areas alone? Our experience with 98 patients Name

INTRODUCTION

After the age of 20 each one of 
use loses each year 1 ml of fat 
tissue from the face this is part 
of the natural ongoing process 
of ageing.  Loosing fat volume is 
a global problem of the face not 
unique to a specified part of the 
face. The disintegration of soft 
tissue is one of the most 
stigmata appearance of old age 

To evaluate the cosmetic appearance of 
patients having any cosmetic procedure 
that includes full fat free transplantation 
(FFFFT) done by one plastic surgeon 
between the years 2016-2019. We have 
collected epidemiology data, the type of 
procedures done, the amount of FFFFT 
injected, complications, and the degree of 
satisfaction of the patients

DISSCUTIONMETHOD

We have collected a total of 98 patients having 
full face free fat translation (FFFFT). The average 
age was 57.7 years old, 74 were women (75.5%).   
71 (72.4%) had only FFFFT (some with other non-
facial procedures) 19 (19.4%) had face lift with 
FFFFT, 7 (7.1%) had phenol peeling and FFFFT. 
The average amount injected was 77.7 cc (range 
from 40 to 100cc)
Compilations: 2(2%) had fat cysts, 1(1%) infection, 
1(1%) tear trough irregularities. The overall 
satisfaction was 90(92%) very satisfied, 6(6.2%) 
were satisfied and only 2(2%) were not satisfied

The concept of FFFFT has proven cosmetically 
rewarding with few complications. Since the fat 
tissue reduces in general from the entire face, we 
feel that FFFFT is mandatory in order to achieve a 
better long lasting effect. The injection is adaptive 
to the patient status, and different facial areas 
are injected with different volumes, in general 
the areas which are being injected with high 
volume are to the cheek and forehead while 
areas being injected with lower volume are: 
upper and lower lips, eyelids and tear trough.      

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS
Full face free fat injection are costume made injections according to patient’s findings. It is a safe and effective procedure with 
long lasting effect, which will not worsen patient appearance as the patients continue to age avoiding discrepancy due to the miss 
match between areas that were and were not injected. Ore over it can be done safely alone or with the conjunction of face lift of 
phenol peeling.
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